Maggioli Group is one of the largest ICT integrators in Italy, Spain and LATAM and has a wide portfolio of software solutions and business consulting services in the field of ICT, and extensive experience in the development of digital government solutions based on state-of-the-art technologies and the most modern design principles. The Greek branch (Maggioli SPA – Greek Branch) is the main R&D Hub of the Group and carries out complex and demanding research and development projects [http://www.maggiolinformatica.com/projects/] in various fields (Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Cybersecurity, E-health etc.)

We are seeking inspired professionals that will be part of a highly skilled team who designs, develops, deploys, customizes and supports technologies for Enterprise Solutions. The job holders will have the opportunity to be exposed to a wide variety of services and technologies in order to develop a solid background in the field of applications development.

REQUIREMENTS

- Design, develop, test and maintain web applications.
- Perform a full range of complex programming tasks using a variety of web and application-based programming technologies and languages, keeping current with new programming techniques.
- Develop and maintain code and application libraries, instructions, and technical documentation.
- Collaborate with team members to understand requirements and propose solutions.

QUALIFICATIONS

- In-depth knowledge and 2 years hands-on experience with Angular 2+. Proficiency in working with components, services, directives, modules, and routing in Angular applications.
- Ability to create, modify, and style elements on a page with ease, strong understanding, and proficiency in front-end technologies, including HTML5, CSS3, and Typescript.
- Experience in building responsive web applications that adapt to different screen sizes and devices using CSS frameworks like Bootstrap or Material Design.
- Ability to analyze visual designs into design patterns and corroboration with designers.
- Experience consuming RESTful API’s and asynchronous request handling using Observables or Signals. Ability to consume APIs and work with JSON data.
- Cross browser experience, working with backwards compatibility with graceful degradation.
• Excellent teamwork and communication skills to collaborate with designers, back-end developers. Ability to effectively communicate technical concepts to non-technical team members and understanding application layers.

• Proficiency in using version control systems, such as Git, for code collaboration and managing project repositories. Understanding of branching, merging, and code review processes.

If you are interested, please send your CV to MaggioliGreece@maggioi.gr adding as e-mail title: “Front End Developer”.